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Introduction: The Italian Frame 

In the frame of European migration policies, the Italian case has some peculiarities, 

related to many factors. Some scholars underline a general change of perspective during the 

1980s, when Italians began to realise that Italy was no longer (as it had been for more than 

a century) a country of emigration, but had become a place which itself needed to import 

labour1. Maurizio Ambrosini2 argues that it is quite difficult to talk about a projected model 

built up by public institutions; on the contrary, the model has been formed in an opaque and 

unintentional way. Nevertheless, according to Ambrosini, it is possible ex post facto to read a 

relatively coherent constellation of identifiable characters: spontaneous migrant arrival and 

settlement; low levels of institutional regulation, with legislative measures that pursue the 

phenomenon, i.e. through frequent amnesties; weak direction by national public institutions 

and large influence of local actors, that is to say, the administration, the voluntary services 

and association world, the church institutions, and the non-profit sector; a contradictory and 

disputed reception by the receiving society; a labour placement initially marked mainly by 

informality  and  extreme  precarity;  the  diffuse  activity  of  self-help  migrant  networks, 

consolidated  by  the  birth  of  second generation  immigrants.  From this  base,  Ambrosini3 

describes an «implicit» model of migrant inclusion, which has been ignored by official politics 

for  a  long  time,  focusing  instead  on  migration  as  a  subject  of  emergence  and  partial 

measures.

 

Luca Einaudi4 provides a useful overview of the migration phenomenon in  Italy, 

reconstructing its economic, demographic and juridical evolutions, and framing it in the harsh 

disputes that influenced the policies. Einaudi argues that only at the end of the 1970s, but 

mainly during the 1980s and at the beginning of the 1990s migration became an object of 

public debate, related above all to arguments such as labour market, integration, deviance, 

State security, or international and European relationships. According to various scholars, the 

1 Ralph  Grillo,  Bruno  Riccio,  Ruba  Salih,  2000,  Here  or  There?  Contrasting  Experiences  of  
Transnationalism:  Moroccans  and  Senegalese  in  Italy (available  at 
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/development/documents/booklet.pdf)
2 Maurizio Ambrosini, 2005, Sociologia delle migrazioni (Sociology of Migrations) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
3 Maurizio Ambrosini, 2001, La fatica di integrarsi. Immigrati e lavoro in Italia (The Effort to Integrate 
Themeselves: Immigrants and Labour in Italy) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
4 Luca Einaudi, 2007, Le politiche dell'immigrazione in Italia dall’Unità a oggi (The Immigration 
Policies in Italy from the Unity until Today) (Roma-Bari: Laterza).
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absence of clear procedures of legal entrance and migrant stabilization on one hand, and the 

proliferation of “irregular” conditions and administrative discretionary power on the other 

hand, are the common threads of Italian migration policies5.

5 Asher Colombo, Giuseppe Sciortino, 2004, Gli immigrati in Italia. Assimilati o esclusi: gli immigrati, gli  
italiani, le politiche (The Immigrants in Italy: Assimilated and Excluded People: The Immigrants, the  
Italian, the Policies) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
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1. Gender in Migration Policies

In 1986 – under the pressure of the international conventions – the government 

promulgated the first amnesty, in order to compensate for legislative lack. It was judged the 

result of a protectionist regulatory of the new admissions, and an unrealistic vision of the 

market labour. Since then the amnesty became the emergence tool to manage and control 

migration6. Following this vision, the 39/90 law was a restrictive reform of the entrance 

condition in Italy, shifting the barycentre of migration policies from the Labour to the Interior 

Minister.  In  1992 a  specific  law introduced a  real  principle  of  ethnic  preference in  the 

determination of citizenship. The descendants of Italian immigrants were considered potential 

Italian citizens, and simplified procedures were set up for them; also European citizens enjoy 

a  facilitated  naturalization  process.  This  apparent  liberality  is  accompanied by  a  strictly 

restrictive approach for foreign people who are neither descendants of Italian immigrants, 

nor belonging to the European Union. According to the citizenship law of 1992, they no 

longer  need  five,  but  rather  ten  years  of  uninterrupted  residence.  On  this  standpoint, 

according to Sciortino7, the migratory legislation reforms have progressively increased the 

technical effectiveness of the repressive norms and the administrative discretionary power, 

without a capacity to govern the phenomenon. In any case, Italy, Germany and Greece are 

the only European countries to still base right to citizenship on a modified version of  jus 

sanguinis. In 1995 the so called technical government headed by Dini, following the first 

Berlusconi  government,  tightened  the  restrictive  measures  about  borders  control  and 

expulsions.

Three years later the 40/98 law, known as Turco-Napolitano by the names of the two 

key proponents, ministers  of the centre-left government, deeply reshaped that measures in 

order to integrate the country in the Schengen system, making possible both the expulsion 

and  the  detention  in  the  Centri  di  permanenza  temporanea (Cpt),  that  is  to  say,  the 

detention centres before the expulsion. Parallel to a sort of politics of clandestinization, the 

6 Massimo Carfagna, 2002,  I sommersi e i sanati. Le regolarizzazioni degli immigrati in Italia  (The 
Submerged and the Restored: The Regularizations of Immigrants in Italy), in Asher Colombo, Giuseppe 
Sciortino (eds.)  Stranieri in Italia: assimilati ed esclusi (Foreigners in Italy: Assimilated and Excluded 
People) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
7 Giuseppe Sciortino, 2004, “Aspettando la prossima sanatoria? I nodi irrisolti delle politiche migratorie 
italiane” (“Waiting for the Next Amnesty? The unsolved nodes of the Italian Migration Policies”)  La 
rivista delle politiche sociali No. 3.
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law introduced a system of quota of entrance, related to the needs of the labour market, and 

allowing the release of  a particular  kind of residence permit  (carta di  soggiorno,  which 

establishes a kind of denizenship status) after a period of residence and work. However, 

despite the great number of regular requests, the residence cards released every year have 

been very few. The 189/2002 law,  promoted  by  the  two ministers  of  the  centre-right 

government,  Bossi  and  Fini,  made  regular  entrance  even  more  difficult  for  would  be 

migrants: it provided the obligation of fingerprints in order to even ask for residence permits, 

or  for  their  renewal;  it  extended  the  reasons  to  expel  migrants;  it  exacerbated  the 

punishments in the case the foreign attempts to come back into Italy; it doubled the period 

of detention in the Cpt before expulsion; and it re-enforced the border controls, chiefly the 

maritime borders.

Comparing the Italian policies to the European ones, Armando Tursi8 frames the 

Bossi-Fini law within the Amsterdam Treaty. He highlights a methodological defect in the 

reform,  synthesizable  in  a  sort  of  excess  of  the  political  message with  respect  to  the 

normative substance. According to Tursi,  this  excess causes on the one hand distortive 

effects on the interpretation and application level, and on the other hand a flattening of the 

more regressive positions of the communitarian discipline.  Through its  strictly repressive 

character, the 189/2002 law in some ways sums up the Italian migration policies of the last 

decades. So much so that the following centre-left government, in its two years of life, was 

unable to make a new law substituting the one by Bossi-Fini, leaving the field open to a 

probable worsening by the current new centre-right government. In fact, it is just discussing 

a further crackdown, for instance introducing the crime of “clandestine immigration”.

Despite  its  importance  in  determining  national  policies,  there  are  still  few 

investigations on local migration policies. One of the exceptions is the research by Eugenio 

Zucchetti9 on the policies of the Lombardia municipal administrations. He highlights their 

emergency standpoint, and the worry to not make the interventions in this field visible. Both 

8 Armando Tursi, 2004, “Il lavoro degli immigrati nella legge Bossi-Fini: diritto comparato e politiche 
comunitarie”  (“The  Immigrant  Labour  in  the  Bossi-Fini  Law:  The  Comparative  Right  and  the 
Communitarian Policies”) La rivista delle politiche sociali No. 3.
9 Eugenio  Zucchetti  (ed.),  1999,  Enti  locali  e  politiche  per  l’immigrazione.  Caratteristiche,  assetti  
istituzionali e soluzioni organizzative nelle città della Lombardia (Local Administrations and Immigration 
Policies.  Local  Administrations  and  Immigration  Policies.  Characteristics,  Institutional  Orders  and 
Organizational Solutions in the Cities of Lombardia) (Milano: Quaderni ISMU, No. 3).
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at the local and the national levels, the various studies also stress the role of the non-profit 

sector, mainly of the catholic one, in the form of assistance and welfare: i.e. first aid, health, 

education, cultural mediation.

A central point concerns the nexus between migration and labour politics. Even the 

Bossi-Fini  law, clearly marked by repressive intentions, and despite its  attention only to 

service jobs, demonstrates the structural importance of migrant labor – both “regular” and 

“underground” – in the productive fabric in Italy10. Maurizio Ambrosini11 has analyzed the 

programmed entrance quota: this system is addressed to cope with the needs of manual and 

executive  labour,  and  in  the  last  years  it  has  favoured  chiefly  the  seasonal  labour 

component . Then the authorizations to the entrance are conceived in order to “reward” the 

countries that have subscribed agreements with Italy to contrast the “irregular” immigration. 

Therefore the system takes on fully political values, aimed primarily to control the borders.

Based on these remarks, some scholars have highlighted the condition of migrants, 

as subjects of blackmail, determined by this trend in the legislative system. In some ways 

migrants constitute the paradigm of the precariousness and flexibility widespread in the 

contemporary work system12. At the same time the possibility of regularization for migrants, 

as the programmed entrance quota system demonstrates, depends indissolubly on the needs 

of local and national labour markets. Beyond these temporary needs, migration becomes only 

a question related to the control and repression. It is not a coincidence that, as we saw 

above, the two main ministers deputed to migration policies are the Internal and Labour 

ones. Moreover, the requirements to have the residence permit correspond to a labour figure 

who is dramatically diminishing even among the “local” people and citizens, that is to say, the 

worker with a permanent and full time contract. Following this standpoint, we can interpret 

the migration legislation as a labour legislation as well13.

10 Barbara Da Roit, Ivana Fellini, Anna Ferro, Giovanna Fullin, 2004, “Regolazione dei flussi migratori e 
strategie di reclutamento” (“Regulation of the Migratory Fluxes and Recruitment Strategies”) La rivista 
delle politiche sociali No. 3.
11 Maurizio Ambrosini, 2005, Sociologia delle migrazioni (Sociology of Migrations) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
12 Giovanni Mottura, Matteo Rinaldini, 2004, “La precarietà autorizzata e non. Lavoratori stranieri nel 
mercato italiano” (“The Authorized Precariousness and Not: Foreigners Workers in the Italian Market”) 
La rivista delle politiche sociali No. 3.
13 Fabio Raimondi, Maurizio Ricciardi, 2004, Lavoro migrante. Esperienza e prospettiva (Migrant Labour.  
Experiences and Perspectives) (Roma: DeriveApprodi).
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Since,  once  again,  gender  is  a  fundamental  lens  to  read these  processes,  it  is 

particularly important to note the situation of domestic workers. Many scholars identify an 

Italian specificity  in  the migrant  domestic  labour  market:  it  is  related to  the  traditional 

weakness of the welfare system, and its characteristic  “familistic” form. Situated on the 

porous  borders  between  formal  and  informal  markets14,  in  a  paradoxical  combination 

between intimacy  and exploitation,  domestic  work  has  a  peculiar  role  in  the  migration 

policies. On this standpoint, it is not a case that recently the new centre-right government, 

driven by the pressures of public opinion and media, has been considering promulgating a 

decree  that  excludes  domestic  workers  (and  particularly  the  “caregivers”)  from  the 

enforcement of repressive norms against migrants. In fact, domestic and care giving work is 

absolutely indispensable for  Italian families,  in  order to compensate to the lacks of the 

welfare system.

The topic of “women trade” and “migrant trafficking” have a different role in the 

migration policies and in the public debate15. David Mancini16 defines the migrant trafficking a 

sort of new slavery: it constitutes an heavy violation of the human rights, that is often caused 

by the receiving. In fact, the migration policies identify the problem in the migrants; on the 

contrary,  Mancini  argues,  the  problem is  the  management  of  the  criminal  organization 

dedicated to the commodification of the human beings. Nevertheless, in Italy the alarm on 

the criminal organizations of the human trafficking is often used to increase the alarm on the 

migration17. In the last years various books and reports have discussed the proposals of the 

expert group of the European Commission related to the migrant trafficking, analyzing the 

tools  of  protection  and  the  contrast  strategies18.  The  policies  to  contrast  the  migrant 

trafficking are focused on the definition of the normative and judicial tools, on the increasing 

of the international cooperation against the criminal organizations, on the prevention of the 
14 Francesca Scrinzi, 2004, “Professioniste della tradizione. Le donne migranti nel mercato del lavoro 
domestico” (“The Professionals of the Tradition. The Migrant Women in the Domestic Labour Market”) 
Polis No. 1.
15 Maurizio Ambrosini,  Sara Zandrini  (eds.),  1996,  La tratta  infame.  La prostituzione delle  donne 
straniere (The Ignoble Trade: The Prostitution of the Foreign Women) (Milano: In Dialogo).
16 David Mancini (ed.), 2006, Traffico di migranti e tratta di persone. Tutela dei diritti umani e azioni  
di contrasto (Migrant Trafficking and People Trade: Human Rights Defence and Contrast Actions) 
(Milano: Franco Angeli).
17 Salvatore  Palidda, 2008,  Mobilità umane. Introduzione alla sociologia delle migrazioni  (Human Mobility:  
Introduction to the Sociology of Migration) (Milano: Raffaello Cortina Editore).
18 Pippo Costella, Isabella Orfano, Elisabetta Rosi (eds.), 2005, Tratta degli esseri umani. Rapporto del  
gruppo di esperti nominato dalla Commissione Europea (Human Beings Trade: Report of the Export  
Groups of the European Commission) (Roma: On the Road; Commissione Europea).
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phenomenon, on the social protection of the victims19. Particularly, the gender focus on the 

migrant trafficking is on the prostitution market20: the sex workers are identified as the main 

victims. Emanuela Abbatecola has analyzed the labour experiences of the migrant women 

victims of the prostitution trade included in the social protection programs, that is to say, 

domestic and care works21. Based on a field research in Milano and Genova, Abbatecola 

highlights the positive and, chiefly, the negative aspects of these programs, that are often 

not  so  much  adequate  for  women  who  have  suffered  the  experience  of  the  human 

trafficking.

19 Transcrime, 2004, Tratta di persone a scopo di sfruttamento e traffico di migranti. Rapporto finale di  
sintesi della ricerca (People Trafficking to Exploit Them and Migrant Trafficking. Final report of the 
Reserach) (Roma: Italian Ministry of Justice).
20 Paolo Mancini, 2002, Il mercato delle donne. Prostituzione, tratta e sfruttamento (The Women 
Market: Prostitution, Trade and Exploitation) (Roma: Donzelli).
21 Emanuela Abbatecola, 2005, “L’alterità molteplice. Percorsi di inserimento lavorativo delle migranti 
vittime di tratta” (“The Multiple Alterity: Experiences of Labour Inclusion of the Migrant Victims of the 
Trade”) Polis No. 1.
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2. Migration in Policies of Gender Equality 

We have to frame the Italian case in the context of European gender policies22. 

Gender equality is a principle formally fixed by article 3 of the Italian Constitution, which rules 

the same social dignity and equality of all citizens before the law, without distinction of 

gender, race, language, religion, political opinion, and social and economic conditions. Article 

3 of the Constitution also establishes a principle of substantial equality that binds the Republic 

to remove economic and social obstacles that limit the freedom and equality of the citizens, 

and their full participation to the political, economic and social life of the country. Based on 

this principle, it the possibility of adopting affirmative action for the women is open. Other 

articles specify the formal equality principle, i.e. in the access to civil services and elected 

offices, or in the labour rights and retribution. The gender policies are concentrated in various 

fields: labour, education, social inclusion, re-conciliation between family and work, health and 

welfare rights, access to political life and public offices, feminine entrepreneurship, the role of 

women in the local and national governance. In the last twenty years there is an important 

increase of attention around gender policies in the scientific literature: for instance, the next 

issue of the sociological journal Inchiesta will be dedicated to the analysis of the ministerial 

program «Women, Politics and Institutions», that is running in various Italian universities 

since 2004.

Anyway, the gender equality policies do not include directly the migrant issues, or 

they include them mainly as victims or as weak actors in need of help. In fact, the policies on 

migrant  women  are  presumed  to  face  a  double  discrimination,  that  is  to  say,  the 

discrimination against women and against migrants. Actually, the huge presence and active 

role of women since the 1970s is one of the characteristics of Italian immigration23. The 

women are the great majority of some geo-cultural groups, i.e. the migrants from Cape 

Green Islands (80%), Somalia (63%), Eritrea (60%). All in all, they are almost the half of the 

22 Parliament House, 2007, Politiche di Genere, Parità, Cittadinanza (Gender Policies, Equality,  
Citizenship) (Roma: Parliament House); Parliament House, 2007, Genere e cittadinanza: 
cinquant’anni di politiche europee (Gender and Citizenship: Fifty Years of European Policies) (Roma: 
Parliament House).  
23 Mara Tognetti Bordogna, 2004, “Fasi e flussi migratori: le donne come protagoniste” (“Migration 
Phases and Flows: The Women as Protagonists”) La rivista delle politiche sociali No. 3.
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migrant population that is regularized in Italy. According to Mara Tognetti Bordogna, the 

women’s presence and projects change the migrations “flows” and modalities of integration.

Despite the centrality of gendered migration, many scholars highlight that for a long 

time the policies were based on a stereotypical subject, that is to say, a male figure, without 

work, or involved in marginal activities. Only recently the services dedicated to women have 

been realized, many based on research on the needs of migrant women. Such is the case of 

the project «Iside» (Experimental Initiative for the in the Inclusion of Extra-Communitarian 

Women), that was promoted by Emilia Romagna EnAIP (National Agency for Professional 

Education, involved in the Christian association Acli) with the collaboration of the regional 

government. The project goal was the elaboration of the “best practices” model for the 

education services, the placement of the migrant women in the labour market, and the 

implementation of territorial networks services and agencies24.

Another example is the research project on women and Maghribi in Turin, within the 

activities of the Intercultural Centre Alma Mater, which was born from a feminist association. 

The  project  goal  was to  support  the  access  of  migrant  women to  maternity  services, 

promoting at the same time their professional insertion. In particular, the research analyzed 

the figure of the cultural mediator, in order to encourage the construction of networks of 

education, support and non-medicalized care25. 

Between  2003  and  2005,  within  the  project  «Citizenship  and  New  Inclusion», 

institutions and migrant women’s associations conducted research on the women migrant 

population, in order to analyze the effects of the affirmative action in five intervention fields: 

social orientation, welfare and social protection, education, labour, housing26. Particularly, the 

research aimed at measuring the impact of affirmative action on the gender empowerment 

processes,  and  to  formulate  a  system  of  best  practices.  The  main  factors  of  the 

empowerment index are knowledge of the Italian language; enlargement of the knowledge 

24 Adina Sgrignuoli, 2002, Donne migranti dall’accoglienza alla formazione. Un’analisi culturale dentro e  
fuori i servizi (Migrant Women from Reception to Formation: A Cultural Analysis Inside and Outside the 
Services) (Milano: Franco Angeli). 
25 Franca Balsamo, 1997, Da una sponda all’altra del Mediterraneo. Donne immigrate e maternità (From 
a Shore to Another of the Mediterranean: Immigrant Women and Maternity) (Torino: L’Harmattan).
26 Monia Giovannetti, Maria Grazia Ruggerini, 2006, “Cittadinanza, immigrazione e genere. Nuove 
forme di inclusione sociale” (“Citizenship, Immigration and Gender: New Forms of Social Inclusion”) 
Diritto, immigrazione e cittadinanza No. 3.
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and access  to  the  local  services  and  social  resources;  increase  of  self-esteem through 

autonomous experiences, strengthened by the encounter with the native women; raising 

awareness of migrant women in their professional skills, through the valorization of their 

capacities,  the  enforcement  of  the  associative  participation  and  implementation  of  the 

different forms of migrant women organizations. Based on affirmative action in these fields, 

according to Monia Giovannetti and Maria Grazia Ruggerini, the goal of the policies is to 

guarantee the basic capabilities and the possibilities of exercising citizenship and its rights.

Confirming the tendency of the Italian policies to consider the migrant women as 

weak actors, Ralph Grillo, Bruno Riccio and Ruba Salih27 note also that, since the 1986 law, 

migrant women were treated in Italy as economically and juridically dependent on their 

husbands. Moreover, during the nineteen-nineties, permission to enter Italy was given only 

for family reunions and to those already in possession of a contract of employment in Italy: 

«This rendered the legal entrance of single women virtually impossible, since most Italian 

families are unwilling to employ domestic workers with a proper contract and, even more 

importantly, without having met them». Nevertheless, contrasting with this representation 

the research show that many women migrated to Italy as single migrants in the course of the 

late 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s: also in this case, the subjective behaviours 

challenge the normative and institutional policies. 

All in all, since the 1990s the gender policies on migration were focused chiefly on 

four issues: health care, particularly  with respect to reproductive health; intercultural  or 

multicultural policies; education and school; violence, i.e. in the case of the trade of migrant 

women. The basic policy idea was to open advisory bureaus and centres for migrant women, 

also in this case adopting interculturality as the key road. Some scholars elaborated various 

critiques to these policy models. Ruba Salih28 studied the case of the Family Planning Centre 

for Migrant Women and their Children, located in Parma, a rich town of the Emilia Romagna 

region, which was conceived and created by local authorities to tackle the social and cultural 

marginalisation migrant women encountered in the host society. This is quite a paradigmatic 

27 Ralph  Grillo,  Bruno  Riccio,  Ruba  Salih,  2000,  Here  or  There?  Contrasting  Experiences  of  
Transnationalism:  Moroccans  and  Senegalese  in  Italy (available  at 
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/development/documents/booklet.pdf)
28 Ruba Salih, 2002,  Recognising Difference, Reinforcing Exclusion. The Case of a “Family Planning 
Centre for Migrant Women and Their Children” in Emilia Romagna, in R. D. Grillo and J. Pratt (eds.) The 
Politics of Recognising Difference. Multiculturalism Italian-Style (Aldershot: Ashgate, pp. 139-159).
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example of the intercultural approach, in the convergence of public institutions and the 

voluntary sector, that is to say, the particular form of welfare in the crisis of its state system. 

Therefore it could be useful to dwell on the conclusion of this fieldwork, in order to highlight 

some important issues about Italian gender policies on migration.

According to Salih, the opening of the Centre induced a vicious circle which ultimately 

reproduced the same isolation and ghettoisation that it had sought to eliminate. By focusing 

on cultural difference and glossing over the different axes of discrimination women face in 

the receiving society, it indirectly produced and reinforced an image of migrant women not as 

subjects of rights, but as fragile, weak and culturally disempowered individuals in need of 

differential  help.  In other words, if  the intercultural  centres’  policies are focused almost 

exclusively on the discrimination based on a quite problematic concept of culture, they risk 

forgetting other axes of inequality that are equally important in determining the experiences 

of migrant women within the host society, first of all their class condition and their position in 

the labour market. 

Moreover, the conceptualisation of exclusion and integration, as well as the policies 

to contrast the former and to favour the latter,  revolve  mainly around two conditions: 

legality  and  settlement.  Salih  observes  that  these  parameters  of  integration  are  very 

problematic for a number of reasons – i.e., because the migrant women’s knowledge of 

social services may not be simply deduced from the number of years they have been settled 

or their knowledge of Italian language, but also from their economic condition, the racist 

behaviour and attitudes in the health services, the construction by health operators of the 

migrant-patient as the Other, or the social networks in which they are situated. 

Finally, Salih highlights the initial and lasting ambiguity characterising the intercultural 

and  multicultural  projects:  the  contradiction  embedded  in  the  simultaneous  desire  to 

recognise “cultural difference” without reinforcing exclusion, and the impossibility of doing it. 

In fact, a politics of difference focusing on a narrow conceptualisation of culture might end up 

being  blind  towards  the  other  forms  of  exclusion  migrant  women face,  but  also  how 

recognition of cultural difference might itself be an ambiguous terrain. It is not only a field of 

solidarity, but it could be as much part of the oppression for migrant women. 

13
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3. Intercultural interaction as a policy objective

We can situate the peculiarity of the Italian context within the three different models 

of integration proposed by Gabriele Pollini and Giuseppe Scidà29: temporary (that is supposed 

to  respond to  temporary expectations  of  the  labor  market:  consequently,  integration  is 

limited,  and  citizenship  is  based  on  the  ius  sanguinis);  assimilative  (that  aims  at  the 

integration of individuals, conceived as subjects without background, and at making these 

individuals  autonomous  with  respect  to  their  communities  and  traditions:  citizenship  is 

regulated by the principle of the  ius soli); and multicultural (that has its roots in  “Anglo-

Saxon” democracy, and mainly in North America: it is the expression of a social formation 

flexible and pluralistic, supporting the belonging of the singular subject to her, supposedly, 

original community30). On this standpoint, we indicate the interculturality as a sort of Italian 

way to  multiculturalism, stressed first of all by pedagogues and education scientists, in order 

to highlight the transformation – in a multicultural and multilingual way – of the education 

system in Italy. This perspective has been the merit to signal the transformations produced 

by  migration,  but  it  often  risks  offering  a  strict  image  of  culture,  sometimes  as  an 

essentialised concept, reproducing for a long time questionable stereotypes of the “Other” 

and alterity.

This approach to interculturality has been the basis of public policies, chiefly at the 

local level. From this standpoint, since the beginning of the 1990s we have various examples: 

the proliferation of interculturality centres, the growth in professional figures specialized in 

intercultural mediation, or in the successive years the creation of an ever increasing number 

of university classes dedicated to these topics, as well as a similar attention in the schools. 

Interculturality has also created a market: i.e., in Bologna CIDILEI is a specialized centre that 

manages almost all the city’s intercultural services.

29 Gabriele Pollini, Giuseppe Scidà, 1998, Sociologia delle migrazioni (Sociology of Migrations) (Milano: 
Franco Angeli).
30 Maurizio Ambrosini, 2001, La fatica di integrarsi. Immigrati e lavoro in Italia (The Effort to Integrate  
Themeselves: Immigrants and Labour in Italy) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
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In other words, interculturality has been used as a means of integration. Giovanna 

Zincone31,  who  coordinated  the  research  for  the  committee  for  integration  policies,  a 

committee that was created in 1998 by the centre-left government’s Department of Social 

Affairs, provided some indicative interpretations of the theme: «Integration understood as 

immediate  and  complete  equality  destroys  the  citizen  status,  that  involves  a  privileged 

condition  compared with  the  foreign  status»32;  «In  order  to  have a  good government, 

integration  means for  us  two  things:  a)  integrity  of  the  person,  good  life;  b)  positive 

interaction, peaceful cohabitation»33; «The tolerance of a State towards its minorities finds a 

obvious limits, that are the person rights»34. This is an approach that found an application in 

the programmatic law on immigration policies of the centre-left government in 1998, where 

integration  is  defined as  the  inclusion  of  the  differences35.  Based on these  statements, 

Zincone and her group have tried to build up a system of integration index.

Confirming  the  juridical  dependence  relationship  of  migrant  women  on  their 

husbands, Zincone36 has also talked about the reinforcement of an ethnic and familistic 

conception of migrant belonging. In fact, citizenship in Italy is narrowly associated with the 

family. In comparison to other national cases, to become Italian citizens with marriage (ius 

connubi) is relatively simple. Moreover, the acquisition of the citizenship with marriage is 

quite automatic. In the last years it was the reason of more than 90% of the citizenship 

permits in Italy37.

But citizenship policies are also closely related to the control,  criminalization and 

clandestinization processes. If Giuseppe Sciortino38 and Ferruccio Pastore39 frame the Italian 

31 Giovanna Zincone, 2000, Primo rapporto sull’integrazione degli immigrati in Italia (First Report on the 
Integration of Immigrants in Italy) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
32 Ibidem, p. 19.
33 Ibidem, p. 30.
34 Ibidem, p. 34.
35 Maurizio Ambrosini, 2001, La fatica di integrarsi. Immigrati e lavoro in Italia (The Effort to 
Integrate Themeselves: Immigrants and Labour in Italy) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
36 Giovanna Zincone, 2003, Cittadinanza e migrazioni: un’applicazione al caso italiano (Citizenship and 
Migration: An Application to the Italian Case) (Paper for a Conference, Firenze, 11-12 December 2003).
37 Maurizio Ambrosini, 2005, Sociologia delle migrazioni (Sociology of Migrations) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
38 Giuseppe Sciortino, 2004, “Aspettando la prossima sanatoria? I nodi irrisolti delle politiche migratorie 
italiane” (“Waiting for the Next Amnesty? The unsolved nodes of the Italian Migration Policies”)  La 
rivista delle politiche sociali No. 3.
39 Ferruccio Pastore, 2004, Dobbiamo temere le migrazioni? (We have to fear the migration?) (Roma-
Bari: Laterza).
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control policies in the European and international context, Guido Bolaffi40 points out that as 

far  as  migration  is  a  structural  element  in  the  contemporary  world,  the  need  for  its 

management  increases.  This  often  assumes,  according  to  the  author,  an  emergency 

character. On this perspective, Bolaffi critiques the absence of distinction between migration 

and immigration. It is interesting that, according to him, this distinction does not have an 

analytical content, but it is directly a political element: it is necessary to distinguish in order to 

control  migration.  We could say that this  is  one the bases of the clandestinization and 

irregularization policies. On the one hand, they are useful to set pressure on (and blackmail) 

the  migrant  workforce,  regulating  and  retrogressing  its  value.  On  the  other  hand, 

“illegalization” is a changing and flexible concept, as are “citizenship” and “borders”: they 

continuously readapt themselves in order to control the mobility of migrants.

Gina Turatto41, analyzing the still few studies on the theme, highlights the inequality 

in  social security and protection for migrants in the Italian case. Particularly, according to 

her, there is a complete asymmetry between control policies and social security. For instance, 

if  the collaboration with the sending states is exalted in order to combat the “irregular” 

migrants, the same collaboration is on the contrary limited in a key sector such as social 

security.  Bruno  Nascimbene42 considers  the  question  of  the  relation  between  law  and 

migration, in a juridical perspective. For instance, the debate around the right to vote for 

migrants  in  local  elections  is  very  recent,  and  there  has  not  yet  been  institutional 

concretization. Moreover, all these question have to be rethought parallel to the increase of 

second generation migrants43.

It is interesting to quote the title of Bolaffi’s book: The Limits of the Deal. In fact, the 

borders question is central in the analysis of citizenship policies. Some scholars argue that in 

the management of  migration there was a shift from a dialectic between inclusion and 

40 Guido Bolaffi, 2001, I confini del patto. Il governo dell’immigrazione in Italia (The Limits of the Deal:  
The Immigration Governance in Italy) (Torino: Einaudi).
41 Gina Turatto, 2004, “Previdenza e lavoro. Un’analisi delle disparità di trattamento” (“Social Security 
and Labour. An Analysis of Treatement Inequalities”) La rivista delle politiche sociali No. 3.
42 Bruno Nascimbene (ed.), 2004, Diritto degli stranieri (Foreigners’ Right) (Padova: Cedam).
43 Francesco Maria Chiodi, Maria Benadusi (eds.), 2006,  Seconde generazioni e località. Giovani volti  
delle migrazioni cinese, marocchina e romena in Italia (Second Generations and Place. Youth Faces of  
Chinese, Moroccan and Romanian Migration in Italy) (Roma: Edizioni Fondazione Labos e Cisp).
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exclusion, to a differential inclusion regime44. This is the governance response and adaptation 

to the unpredictability, flexibility and turbulence of migrant movements. From this standpoint, 

the European migratory regime inscribes the borders within the space of citizenship in order 

to produce a new process of hierarchisation and a multiplication of juridical statuses, until 

they reach the limit figure of the structural presence of the “illegal” migrants. Around this 

stratification, both  citizenship and the labour market reorganize themselves (i.e., we saw 

above the domestic workers case in the recent Italian decree). Each national legislation is 

defined more and more under this pressure of the European framework, and its border 

control  regime,  that  works  more  as  a  selective  mechanism rather  than  as  a  fortress. 

Consequently, the borders are continuously challenged, disarticulated, fragmented, as well as 

recomposed along new temporal and spatial lines. In this context, the universal and unified 

modern  figure  of  citizenship  is  definitely  disarticulated.  This  process,  based  on  the 

paradigmatic  figure  of  migrants,  indicates  an  overall  transformation,  that  regards  the 

“autochthonous” population too, as well as the general changes in the labour market, the 

increasing casualization, and the fragmentation of citizenship rights.

From a similar perspective, Silvia Cozzi45 highlights that in the scientific and social 

discourse,  migration  experiences  are  described  as  linear  paths,  starting  from  the 

“clandestine”  status,  and  arriving  to  the  “regular”  position.  Therefore,  they  propose  a 

progressive image of recognition and rights acquisition. On the contrary, Cozzi illuminates the 

multiple grey zones in the “regular” status. These zones are not at all marginal, or not yet 

normalized cases; rather they are fundamental to allowing the institutional development, and 

to  explain  how the  differential  inclusion  regime works.  Picking  up  the  idea  from other 

scholars, Palidda46 proposes the image of the revolving door in order to describe the Italian 

migration policies’ oscillation between integration and the war on  “clandestinity”, as well as 

between the amnesties and irregularization processes.

44 Sandro  Mezzadra  (ed.),  2004,  I  confini  della  libertà.  Per  un’analisi  politica  delle  migrazioni  
contemporanee (The Freedom Borders:  For  a  Political  Analysis  of  the  Contemporary  Migrations), 
(Roma: DeriveApprodi);  Sandro Mezzadra,  2008,  La condizione postcoloniale.  Storia e politica nel  
presente globale (The Postcolonial Condition: History and Politics in the Global Present) (Verona: Ombre 
Corte); Enrico Rigo, 2007,  Europa di confine. Trasformazioni della cittadinanza nell'Unione allargata 
(Boder Europe: Transformations of the Citizenship in the Widening Union) (Roma: Meltemi).

45 Silvia Cozzi, 2007,  Migranti e clandestini: questioni di confine (Migrants and Clandestines: Border 
Questions) (Roma: Sapere 2000).
46 Salvatore Palidda, 2008, Mobilità umane. Introduzione alla sociologia delle migrazioni (Human 
Mobility: Introduction to the Sociology of Migration) (Milano: Raffaello Cortina Editore).
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Many of these policy analyses put at the centre the topic of migrant agency, starting 

from the standpoint of the autonomy of migration and its challenge to fixed borders, as we 

saw in the first report. Following this approach, the figure  of citizenship changes: it is no 

more exclusively inscribed in the formal  norms and mechanisms of the nation-state, but it 

becomes a field of experimentation, as well as struggles, endlessly open to the migrants’ 

social participation and movements47. Moreover, some scholars stress the migrant networks, 

interpreted  as  social  institution,  and  highlighting  its  ambivalence  with  regards  to  the 

legislation48.  On  the  one  hand  the  network  could  help  to  get  around  the  legislative 

restrictions, on the other hand they work often as an informal support and enforcement of 

those restrictions. In other words, the communitarian networks sometimes work as informal 

filters  in  order  to  control  the  mobility  of  migrants  between the  sending  and  receiving 

countries, and within the latter. Besides they are often the regulator of the positions of the 

subjects within the labour market, determining in this way a sort of “ethnic specialization”.

Finally, it is important to dwell on asylum policies.  Some scholars argue that if the 

increasing of the fluxes of asylum seekers since the beginning of the 1990s were supposed to 

redefine the European normative frame, the evolution of the Italian case is quite particular. 

In fact, there is no organic discipline on asylum: it is very partially regulated by the restrictive 

39/90 law, even while some scholars highlight the risks of unconstitutionality of the Bossi-Fini 

law49. Italy subscribed to the Geneva Convention in 1954, but exercising the prerogative of 

“geographical reserve”, it recognizes the refugee status only to asylum seekers coming from 

the Eastern Europe50. Since starting in the 1980s a lot of not recognized refugees are in Italy 

under the protection of the United Nation High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), that 

47 Claudia Mantovan, 2007, Immigrazione e cittadinanza. Auto-organizzazione e partecipazione dei migranti in  
Italia (Immigration and Citizenship: Self-organization and Participation of the Migrants in Italy) (Milano: Franco 
Angeli).
48 Maurizio Ambrosini, 2004, “Reti e dinamiche migratorie. Il ruolo degli attori informali” (“Networks and 
migration dynamics: The role of the Informal Actors”) La rivista delle politiche sociali  No. 3; Maurizio 
Ambrosini,  2008,  Un’altra  globalizzazione.  La  sfida  delle  migrazioni  transnazionali  (Another 
Globalization: The Challenge of the Transnational Migrations) (Bologna: Il Mulino).
49 Camilla Orlandi, 2004, “Evoluzione della disciplina dell’asilo in Italia. Contesto europeo e scenari 
futuri” (“Evolution of the asylum discipline in Italy: European Frame and Future Sceneries”) La rivista  
delle politiche sociali  No. 3; Liza Schuster, 2006, “Nuovi paradigmi di asilo: cosa sta accadendo in 
Europa?” (“New Asylum Paradigms: What’s Happen in Europe?”) Studi emigrazione No. 162.
50 Marcella Delle Donne, 2004,  Un cimitero chiamato Mediterraneo. Per una storia del diritto d’asilo  
nell’Unione Europea (A Cemetery called Mediterranean: A History of Asylum Right in the European  
Union) (Roma: DeriveApprodi).
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puts pressure on Italy to abandon its “geographical reserve” prerogative. It is with the just 

quoted 39/90 law that asylum enters into Italian jurisprudence. It recognizes some rights to 

the refugees, and a temporary residence permit renewable every two years; but it does not 

mention the right of asylum with regard to the national constitution. The refugees, as well as 

the other migrants from non- European countries, are defined as extra-communitarian. In 

Italy, without a specific law on asylum, the Bossi-Fini law confirms a normative approach of 

suspicion on asylum seekers, who are often involved in the control  policies against the 

“clandestine”.

In any case, according to Marcella Delle Donne, within the European Union policies 

as well there was a gradual shift of attention from the rights of refugees to the borders 

controls.  In  this  context,  the  role  of  Italy  –  as  a  border  country  –  assumes particular 

characteristics. In this light we could read the various agreements among the countries on 

the two Mediterranean shores, as being about the control of migrants’ mobility. This is also 

the cause of the dramatic increase in the use of military force against the boat people, and 

migrants who find death in the sea.   

Moreover, in the last years in Italy some scholars have developed interesting critiques 

of  the international  asylum policies.  For instance, starting from the identification of  the 

refugee as a paradigmatic figure to understand the transformation of citizenship and rights in 

contemporary times, Chiara Marchetti51 defines the right to asylum as the indicator of the 

crisis of the international system of rights, as well as the fragility of the category of modern 

citizenship.  This is  the base of  her critique of  the humanitarian ideology and its  global 

organizations, first of all the UNHCR.

51 Chiara Marchetti, 2006,  Un mondo di rifugiati. Migrazioni forzate e campi profughi (A World of  
Refugees: Forced Migration and Refugee Camps) (Bologna: Editrice Missionaria Italiana).
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Conclusions

In this frame, the intercultural and multiculturalist approaches run the risk of not 

being  sensitive  to  material  and  gender  inequalities,  representing  the  cultures  and  its 

differences in stereotypical ways. Therefore these critics question both the multicultural and 

assimilitionist policies, as well as categories as community and interculture. That is to say, 

they put in question the institutional ways of managing and integrating differences, as well as 

concepts such as citizenship and welfare. On one hand, the migrant women are central in the 

marketization and individualization processes of change in the welfare system: the Bossi-Fini 

law, as well as the decree on the domestic workers we quoted above, demonstrate the 

topicality of care and domestic (cheap) migrant labour for the Italian families52. On the other 

hand, the migrant women are the object of transformations in the welfare system itself, with 

the new interaction of private actors,  the voluntary sector and local institutions in both 

service management and social policies. But they are first of all subjects who continuously 

put into question the stereotypical figures on which the policies are drawn.

All in all,  the migrant women constitute a paradigmatic standpoint to analyze the 

migration  policies,  and  the  relation  between  gender,  nation,  class,  ethnicity.  They  are 

included or even overemphasized in the policies on particular roles: as domestic workers, that 

is to say, as cheap workforce indispensable in order to compensate for structural lack of the 

Italian welfare system; as wives dependent on their husband; as weak actors to protect; as 

victims of the human beings trafficking and the prostitution trade. On this point of view, they 

are also paradigmatic of  what we have called a differential inclusion regime. But despite the 

economical and juridical dependence relationship of migrant women on their husbands, and 

the label of victims or weak actors, many researches highlight the agency of the  migrant 

women, the micro forms of resistance that daily put in question, challenge and transform the 

established policies.

52 Aldo Amoretti, 2004, “Lavoro di cura e donne straniere: riflessioni sui diritti e sulle dinamiche di 
emersione – I” (“Care Labour and Foreign Women: Considerations on the Roghts and the Dynamics of 
Emersion”)  La rivista delle politiche sociali  No. 3; Michele Mangano, 2004, “Lavoro di cura e donne 
straniere: riflessione sui diritti e sulle dinamiche di emersione – II” (“Care Labour and Foreign Women: 
Considerations on the Roghts and the Dynamics of Emersion – II”) La rivista delle politiche sociali No. 3.
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Finally,  within  an  uncertain  context  marked  by  the  reinforcement  of  the 

clandestinization and irregularization policies by the present Italian centre-right government, 

it could be interesting to pose a question useful to our research project. As we saw, many 

scholars stress the particularity of Italy, at the institutional level and as far as regulation 

policies that address migratory movements are concerned. Is it possible to think that this is 

more and more a sort of general characteristic of the contemporary migration management 

models? That is to say, is it possible to put forward the hypothesis that – well beyond the 

Italian peculiarities – these models try more and more to recompose control ex post facto, 

rather than regulating it incoming; and to trace temporal borders, where the spatial borders 

are put in crisis by the migrant movements? 
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